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 Schedule of Planning Applications   Committee Date: 11 November 2020  

 

Reference: 06/20/0156/O 

Parish: Ormesby St Margaret 

Officer:  Chris Green 

Expiry Date: 30/7/20   

 

Applicant: Mr D Troy 

 

Proposal: Residential development of 33 dwellings comprising 17 detached, 

10 semi-detached and 6 affordable houses with access road and area of public 

open space 

Site: Land off Foster Close Ormesby St Margaret. 

   

  

REPORT 

 

1. Background   

 
1.1 This proposal was presented to members in September and deferred for 

greater clarity about drainage matters and mitigation of impact on protected 
species.   
 

1.2 This land is beyond the development limits for the village but considered 
relatively well located to goods and services and delivering a significant 
number of new homes including affordable homes off an access that has 
sufficient highway capacity.  Currently the Council draws very close to being 
able to demonstrate a five-year housing supply as the existing supply 
calculation is based on statistics and methodologies nearly five years old and 
therefore out of date, when compared to national methodology.  In addition, 
other permissions on land in the emergent plan will provide further supply. 

  
1.3 The emergent situation carries limited weight at present but the planning 

balance is considered to justify a recommendation for refusal now that the 
recalculation of need is to occur next month, this site is considered however to 
be well located.      

 
2. Site and Context  

 
2.1 The site is situated to the South of 74 Station Road, Beechcroft, Ormesby St 

Margaret and the access is through land that was part of its curtilage and 
which benefits from planning permission for a seven-unit scheme (see history 
below).  Ormesby is categorised as a larger village where 30% of 
development is expected to be placed. This is taken off a stub called Foster 
Close, currently offering access to two dwellings. 
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2.2 This particular site is of 1.89 hectares and has no back history and is farmland 

of mainly grade 1 (the best agricultural land) and outside the village 
"residential boundary", which fringes the site to the north west and south 
sides.  

 
2.3 The land is open scrubby grassland to the centre though google earth shows 

it cropped until relatively recently.  There is a hedgerow to the east side of 
relatively low extent, with trees to the north, south and much of the west 
boundaries.   

 
2.4 Part of the conservation area touches the site boundary in the south west 

corner. 
 

2.5 It has been confirmed that the carriageway width of Foster Close and 
Symonds Avenue is 5.5m with footways both sides to Foster Close 

 
 

 
3. Proposal  

 
3.1 This is an outline application with access being the one matter identified as 

being for consideration here.  The drawings submitted are to be considered as 
indicative, therefore.  That said because of the Affordable homes legal 
agreement for onsite provision requiring conclusion before issue of approval in 
outline, the numbers of properties proposed is considered established as part 
of this application. 

 
3.2 At this stage the indicative proposal is to construct a mix of three- and four-

bedroom houses as follows: 
• Type A: 17 number four-bedroom detached 
• Type B: 6 number three-bedroom detached (set diagonally, in the site 

corners) 
• Type C: 4 number three-bedroom linked detached (in the central island) 
• Type D: (Affordable) 4 number, three-bedroom terraced, near the entrance 

point to the site in the northwest corner. 
• Type D: (Affordable) 2 number three bedroom semi detached 

 
These are shown arrayed around a looped access. 

 
 
3.3 Accompanying the proposal are the following documents: 
 

• Planning statement /Design and Access Statement  

• Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy 

• Habitat Regulations Assessment 

• Indicative plans and elevations 

• Preliminary Ecological Assessment, received 27.7.20 
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• It has been confirmed by the County that a Transport Statement is not needed 

now that details of junction geometry have been provided.  

 

4. Relevant Planning History    

 

4.1 To the immediate north there is a considerable history of policy compliant 
development of the land south of Station Road.  To the immediate north of this 
site seven dwellings were permitted by application reference 06/17/0028/O. 
This land is shown as within the development limits, being gardens to 74 
Station Road. This application (17/0028) was submitted by the same applicant 
as for the current application.  This scheme is on land that features the pond 
referred to by some commentators.  Additional information from the applicant 
confirms the pond is to be retained, without disturbance within one of the 
curtilages of the approved scheme. 

 
4.2 The site will be surrounded on three sides by residential development 
 
4.3 Four dwellings and a barn conversion were permitted in 2017 on land to the 

west on Dairy Farm 06/17/0238/F. This land is within the village conservation 
area but not shown as within the residential envelope. 

 
4.4 This land had been put forward as an allocation in the emergent (part 2) of the 

local plan but rejected in favour of two other sites to the west side of the 
village.  This land is Grade 1 agricultural land whereas the other two sites 
allocated in the emergent plan OT1 and OT2 are shown as being either Grade 
2 (OT1) or ungraded. 

 

5. Consultations :- All consultation responses received are available online 

or at the Town Hall during opening hours 

 
5.1 The parish council for Ormesby St Margaret has objected: 

• Overdevelopment 

• Loss of habitat 

• Loss of agricultural land 

• Serious concerns regarding access, highways issues and road safety 

• Vehicles needed to deliver aggregates and materials to the proposal would 
not be able to access Foster Close as the roads are very narrow.  Station 
Road is a metre narrower than the surrounding streets and the Parish Council 
considers the development could not be built with the current surrounding 
roads. 

 
5.2 Neighbours and residents of the village have objected, on the following 

summarised points:  
• The new development will add 31% additional properties to the estate via the 

Station Road junction. This is excessive at school run and morning commute.   
• There will be cumulative impact from other major new developments locally. 
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• The pandemic prevents the proper operation of democracy and there has 
been no attempt by the developer to seek the community's views before 
application.   

• The proposal is premature as no neighbourhood plan is yet in place. 
• There has been failure to properly consult all neighbours.  
• This will impact adversely on existing services. 
• Foster Close is narrow with residents’ driveways both sides which have 

gradients down to the carriageway making them dangerous. 
• Other nearby recent permissions when built will create flooding risk to other 

properties in Yarmouth Road when taken in concert with this proposal 
notwithstanding the approval of the Local Lead Flood Authority 

 
5.3 Consultations – External   

Norfolk County Council  

5.4 Highways – No objection subject to conditions that before commencement 
detailed plans of the roads, footways, foul and surface water drainage have 
been submitted and approved by the Local Planning Authority and before 
occupation said works completed to accord to the approved scheme; that 
before occupation the road(s) and footway(s) shall be constructed to binder 
course level and that details of parking for construction workers shall be 
agreed and implemented. 

 
5.5 Rights of Way Officer – no comment  
 

5.6 Historic Environment Service – No objection subject to the three 
archaeology conditions being applied. There are ploughed out bronze age 
barrows in the vicinity and medieval field patterns.    

 

5.7 Local Lead Flood Authority:  The Local Lead Flood Authority provided 
feedback on further technical information supplied by the agent with regard to 
sustainable drainage design removed their objection on the basis that the 
developed run off rate is proposed as below the undeveloped run off. 

 
5.8 Norfolk County Council Minerals Planning team require a condition to 

establish resources that might be lost for extraction by development of this 
land and to allow mitigation of the impact and on-site use where appropriate. 

 
5.9 Norfolk Fire and Rescue. No objection and standard comments regarding 

provision for fire-fighting to accord with the Building Regulations.  
 

5.10 Norfolk Police: No objection, but disappointment that the D and A statement 
does not offer some insight into designing out crime at outline stage. 

 
5.11 Norfolk Environment Team.  A Preliminary Environmental Assessment PEA 

has been produced, received 27/7/20 and a consultation response received 
from the County Ecologist.  A moderate population of Great Crested Newts 
were found in an offsite pond within 250m of the site when surveyed in May 
2017 and there are other ponds within the zone of influence (250m).  
Application could be made to enhance other suitable habitat off site in 
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mitigation under the new District Level Licence scheme, but the application 
cannot be determined as an approval without the appropriate certificate. 

 

5.12 Norfolk CC Infrastructure:  A contribution of approximately £70k is 
requested for primary school education, and £2475 for contribution to library 
service through the section 106 agreement.  

 
5.13 Broads Drainage Board – The inland drainage Board do not object to the 

run-off to the ditch as it is demonstrated as below the current undeveloped 
rate.  

 
5.14 Natural England – No objection subject to RAMS mitigation payments.  Some 

comments are also offered on the District Level Licencing scheme for Great 
Crested Newts 

 
Consultation - Internal GYBC 

 

5.15 Head of Housing:  As the property is in the Rural North sub market area, the 
site is required to provide a 20% affordable housing contribution, totalling 7 
units, the application identifies 6.  The GYBC tenure split, as detailed in our 
viability study, is 90% Affordable Rent Tenure and 10% Affordable Home 
Ownership.  The site for 7 is in the same ownership 20% of 40 units is 8 
affordable homes so any section 106 agreement should make this provision or 
justify otherwise.  

 
5.16 The properties identified for affordable housing are all 3 bed, discussion is 

welcome on the size of the affordable properties to better meet the housing 
need in the area.  The current housing need information for this location 
shows requirements for; 8% 1 bed, 29% 2 bed, 25% 3 bed, 30% 4 bed, 6% 5 
bed, 1% 6 bed, 1% 7 bed 

 
5.17 Environmental Health – (contaminated land, noise, air quality)  

No objections:  A full suite of conditions requiring contaminated land matters 
to be investigated and mitigated is needed as no information has been 
provided. Construction work period should be restricted to protect adjacent 
residents and air quality maintained during construction works. 

 
 
6. Assessment of Planning Considerations:     Policy Considerations: 

 
National policy 
 

6.1 Paragraph 47 of the National Planning Policy Framework states: Planning law 
requires that applications for planning permission be determined in 
accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise. 

 
6.2 At present the Council is unable to demonstrate a 5-year supply of deliverable 

housing sites.   Paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF, the lack of five-year supply 
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should weigh heavily in favour of the application unless any adverse impacts 
of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh benefits when 
assessed against the policies in the Framework taken as a whole.   

 

 
Local Policy Adopted Core Strategy 

 
6.3 Great Yarmouth Borough adopted Local Plan Policy CS1 - "Focusing on a 

sustainable future" seeks to create sustainable communities where growth is 
of a scale and in a location that complements the character and supports the 
function of individual settlements.  This is a (small scale) major development 
on unallocated land.  

 
6.4 The number of objections and the lack of community involvement that is 

implicit where a site has not been allocated as part of the planning process 
challenges the community's aspirations.  

 
6.5 There is little long-term economic benefit associated with the proposal.  

Affordable housing, self-build and adaptable homes would be delivered along 
with public open space, by section 106 agreement 

 
6.6 This site is 750m from the North Road convenience store, with the larger 

allocation OT1 being better placed to access this.  The other allocated site 
OT2 is 400m from the convenience store.  The proposal site is a little nearer 
the Spar shop associated with the filling station at approximately 550m, which 
appears to offer similar retail floor area albeit shared with the filling station 
function.  

 
6.7 Policy CS3 - Addressing the borough's housing need dates to adoption in 

2015.  The housing requirement derives from the Core Strategy which the 
Council considers to be out-of-date as it will be five years old in December 
2020 and the emerging Local Plan reflects this at policy UCS3.  This 
emergent policy reduces predicted need from 7,140 to 5,303, the supporting 
text lays out what has been achieved to date and where delivery is likely to be 
provided and on that basis, there is considered to be a buffered five year 
supply available. A number of larger sites are at an advanced stage of 
planning will delivery supply in accordance with the revised yearly delivery 
rates.   

 
6.8 The need will be reassessed in accordance with NPPF paragraph 73 which 

requires the five-year supply to be assessed on the basis of the local housing 
need calculated using the national standard methodology set out in the NPPF.  
Under this the housing requirement for the five-year supply is 2,142 as 
opposed to 3,367.  The April 2019 Five Year Supply indicates a supply of 
2,302 homes over the five-year period. Therefore, against the local housing 
need figure the Council will have a five-year supply.  This however will be the 
situation predicted to exist in December of this year rather than now, although 
one should note that it is considered the nearer this date approaches the 
greater weight should be accorded.   
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6.9 Policy CS4 - Delivering affordable housing requires 20% of housing on this 
site be provided as affordable, for 33 dwellings this requires 6.6 dwellings to 
be provided rather than the six as submitted. This normally requires on site 
delivery and rounding up.  Given that the earlier permission for 7 by the same 
applicant has not been built out it is reasonable to also consider that for forty 
dwellings in aggregate the affordable contribution should be eight dwellings. 
Emergent policy H2 formalises this principle by requiring the consideration of 
cumulative site numbers on affordable housing requirements.  The shortfall is 
not a refusal reason however as subject to the whole proposal being 
acceptable this matter can be negotiated as part of the section 106 agreement 
before the decision is issued.  

 
6.10 Policy CS9 - "Encouraging well-designed, distinctive places":    As this is a 

back-land greenfield site with limited opportunity for linkages being on isolated 
farmland where other property in the vicinity has continuous plots with no 
points of access other than through the former garden site  accessed off 
Foster Close, there are little by way of contextual constraints to inform design 
and create "local identity",  The layout shown in indicative form has some 
formality of layout around the central area.  This might deliver a degree of 
distinctiveness within the scheme. This matter would if the scheme in other 
regards was acceptable be further addressed at reserved matters stage as 
would other matters such as the lighting and conservation and enhancement 
of biodiversity, and landscape features  
 

6.11 The site is adjacent a conservation area to the south east of the site. Policy 
CS10 of the Core Strategy seeks the conservation of the Borough's heritage 
assets and their settings. With the proposal in such close proximity to the 
conservation area its visual impact should be carefully considered in relation 
to design, scale and massing and potential impacts mitigated. 
 

6.12 Policies CS6 and CS12 - Utilising natural resources along with encouraging 
sustainable drainage and micro generation of renewables also require the 
minimising of  the loss of the best and most versatile agricultural land by 
ensuring that development on such land is only permitted if it can be 
demonstrated that there is an overriding sustainability benefit from the 
development and there are no realistic opportunities for accommodating the 
development elsewhere. The site is defined as being grade 1 agricultural land. 

 
6.13 Saved policy REC8 "Provision of recreational, amenity and play space” 

requires all schemes with over 20 children's bed-spaces to provide 
recreational and amenity space or play space, in proportion to the scheme, 
while this does not define the contribution the emergent policy H4 below does.  

 
The Emergent Local Plan 
 
Emerging policies of relevance include: 

6.14 Policy GSP1 - Development Limits - the site is outside of the proposed 
development limits and therefore contrary to the emerging policy - however, 
see above comment about weight given that objections have already been 
made to this policy.   
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6.15 Policy A2 - Housing design principles, has limited import as this outline 

proposal features indicative plans. 
 

6.16 Policy H2: Delivering affordable housing on phased or cumulative 
developments, as there is an adjacent permitted but undeveloped site in the 
same ownership adjacent (and within settlement limits) aggregation is 
required in calculating affordable home delivery.  This policy has not been 
contested at examination and carries considerable weight. 

 
6.17 Policy H3 - sets a minimum housing density of 30 dwellings per hectare - the 

proposal is 18 dwellings per hectare taking into account open space.  
However, the density will be higher if Policy H4 is taken into account.    

  
6.18 Policy H4 - Open Space provision - this policy would require 3400sqm of open 

space on the site.  This would result in a higher density of development on the 
portion not allocated as open space.    

 
6.19 Policy E4 - Trees and Landscape - requires retention of trees and hedgerows. 
 
6.20 Policy E7 - Water conservation - requires new dwellings to meet a higher 

water efficiency standard, than prescribed in Building Regulations 
 
6.21 Given that if this outline application was to be approved then the required 

subsequent reserved matters application would at the very earliest be 
determined in November many of these policy concerns in the emergent plan 
are considered to carry greater weight. 
 

7. Local Finance Considerations:  

 
7.1 Under Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 the council is 

required when determining planning applications to have regard to any local 
finance considerations, so far as material to the application. Local finance 
considerations are defined as a government grant such as new homes bonus 
or the Community Infrastructure Levy. It is noted that the Borough of Great 
Yarmouth does not have the Community Infrastructure Levy. Whether or not a 
local finance consideration is material to a particular decision will depend on 
whether it could help to make the development acceptable in planning terms. 
It would not be appropriate to make a decision on the potential for the 
development to raise money for a local authority.  
 

7.2 It is assessed that the provision of affordable housing, contributions towards 
impacted local infrastructure of £70,323 for primary education, £843 for fire 
hydrant installation and £2475 for library provision is required by way of 
agreement under section 106 of the planning act and furthermore that the final 
layout makes consideration of green infrastructure such as walking routes.  
These provisions will render the impacts of the development upon the 
services locally will be sufficiently mitigated for the purposes of planning.  
financial gain does not play a part in the recommendation for the 
determination of this application.  
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8. Shadow Habitats Regulation Assessment 

 
8.1 The applicant has submitted a bespoke Shadow Habitat Regulations 

Assessment (HRA). It is confirmed that the shadow HRA submitted by the 
applicant has been assessed as being suitable for the Borough Council as 
competent authority to use as the HRA record for the determination of the 
planning application, in accordance with the Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2017. 
 

8.2 The report rules out direct effects in isolation; but accepts that in-combination 
likely significant effects cannot be ruled out from increased recreational 
disturbance on the Broads SPA and recreational access (and potential for 
disturbance) is extremely limited. An Appropriate Assessment (AA) has been 
carried out. The AA considers that there is the potential to increase 
recreational pressures on the Broads SPA, but this is in-combination with 
other projects and can be adequately mitigated by a contribution to the 
Borough Council’s Habitats Monitoring & Mitigation Strategy (£110 per six 
non-dwelling bed-spaces) to ensure that there will be no adverse effects on 
the integrity of the internationally protected habitat sites. 

 
8.3 The Borough Council as competent authority agrees with the conclusions of 

this assessment. To meet the mitigation requirements, it is recommended that 
the appropriate contribution is secured by either S.111 or S.106 agreement. 

 
 
9. Concluding Assessment 

 
9.1 Some greater weight is given to the emergent policy because of the relative 

age of the housing supply calculations and the emergent reduction in need, 
however the housing need adjustments are being opposed in consultation and 
therefore will require the Inspector’s scrutiny before accorded full weight, 
however the approval of other sites within the part 2 local plan allocations do 
already have effective full weight, in providing deliverable sites. 
 

9.2 The proposal site is at the edge of the settlement and density is therefore 
appropriately low for the site, and the dwellings offered are larger homes with 
no two- or one-bedroom types so land use cannot be characterised as 
"efficient" as required by the policy.   This is an outline application however 
and so while the number of dwellings is cited in the application as an upper 
figure proposed as allowed, the numbers will be established along with design 
and layout including publicly accessible open space at “reserved matters”.     
 

9.3 No self builds are proposed on this site and there is no detail to indicate that 
any specialist housing provision, is to be provided.  These matters could be 
addressed during section 106 negotiations and while adaptable home details 
are not provided in this outline application this might readily be achievable 
later in the reserved matter process.  
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9.4 The Landscape Character Assessment identifies the site as being within the 
Ormesby and Filby Settled Farmland character area. The character 
assessment identifies Ormesby St Margaret as a nucleated settlement. It 
identifies the boundary hedgerows as important features which indicate 
enclosure and indicate the landscape pattern, these features are important to 
the settlement and the character of Ormesby St Margaret should remain, this 
can be secured at reserved matters stage.   

 
9.5 The site has development on three sides and therefore is contained within the 

landscape, especially given the boundary hedge.  It is considered there is no 
conflict with Policy CS11.  Importantly the containment of the site within other 
enclosing development does help to prevent settlement coalescence as being 
a harmful outcome.  

 
9.6 The design of development on this east boundary will need to reflect the edge 

of settlement context when reserved matters stage follows, in line with the 
recommendations of G3.22 of the Landscape Character Assessment.   

 
9.7 An ecology Preliminary Environmental Assessment (PEA) has been produced 

and submitted.  Norfolk Ecology has responded.  There are 7 ponds or water 
features within 250m of the site that either provide habitat for or support great 
crested newt populations, however central government has introduced 
measures recently to prevent the presence of newts from delaying 
development under the District Level Licence scheme.  This requires 
developers to pay for offsite improvement to habitat suitable for newts rather 
than protecting individual populations.  The former method of survey, fencing 
and translocation remains in force too, but the essence of the new legislation 
is that with an appropriate Certificate from Natural England applications 
should not be refused on grounds of the presence of Great Crested Newts.  At 
present no such certificate has been provided, and if one is not present at the 
time of determination, then either the application cannot be determined 
positively, or this should form part of the refusal reason.   

 
9.8 The housing team have been critical that the mix is all three bedroom 

development, and while the numbers are fixed by the need to agree a section 
106 for affordable housing contribution at outline planning stage, this could be 
addressed by variations to the indicative plans at reserved matters and in any 
case the provision of substantial open space and a more mixed offer of 
property size will be necessarily negotiated as part of the reserved matters 
stage.  This too will be able to address the need to reduce scale towards the 
country edge of the site to create a softened urban edge.    

 

9.9 Further to this as the land to the north with the approval for seven units is as 
yet unbuilt and in the same ownership, for the purposes of determining 
affordable housing contribution this falls within emergent policy H2 – 
“Affordable housing on phased or cumulative developments” as this policy has 
not been commented on at consultation it carries very considerable weight in 
advance of formal adoption of the emergent plan, this matter however is 
subject to negotiation as part of the section 106 agreement.  This however 
needs to reflect the combined development of 40 homes rather than 33 on this 
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specific site and deliver 8 affordable units.  If this is not secured a section 106 
will not be signed and the application would have to remain undetermined,  
any appeal made against non-determination would then reference policy H2, 
but this is not a matter that would inform the recommendation in this report 
other than to direct how the section 106 should be framed in making 
recommendation at this time.  
 

9.10 Access and highways:  The drawing reference 20/230/04 shows vision splays 
of 2.4 x 67m westerly and 2.4 x 60m easterly at the Symonds Avenue to 
Station Road junction and 2.4 x 65m in both directions at the Symonds 
Avenue to Foster Close junction, this is sufficient for the County Council to 
make no objection with regard to the suitability of the access, the one matter 
identified as being for consideration at outline stage, in this regard.   The 
County had raised an issue of continuous footway access to the village along 
Station Road, however this is now available as recent pavement works have 
been conducted and in addition there is a further off-road route.  It has been 
confirmed that the width of the access at 5.5m carriageway width with 
footpaths to both sides is the same dimensions as Symonds Avenue. 

 

9.11 The applicant has approached the landowners of the field to the east and a 
haul road for construction purposes can be negotiated on a temporary basis 
across this land to allay some of the objections made on this matter.  

 

9.12 Since deferral a large number of further objection letters have been received.  
One point made by correspondents was that while the Local Lead Flood 
Authority have agreed that this site will have a run off rate below the 
Greenfield (undeveloped) rate, and this is acceptable to the LLFA, they are 
concerned that other smaller scale development that does not have 
sustainable drainage provision as a result of small scale, will cause increased 
harm to them.  While this will be true once those properties are built, the LLFA 
has confirmed that the requirements of Sustainable drainage are met.  
Logically, if this development does not go ahead, water will continue to run off 
the field as it does now and so the addition of other impermeable area in the 
vicinity will not be addressed in terms of impact. The applicant’s flood 
engineer has also confirmed that notwithstanding the foregoing, he has 
conducted sustainable drainage for the Dairy Farm site in line with building 
regulation principles. 

 

9.13 Housing delivery in the context of Covid 19:  It is considered that Covid 19 
may impact on the delivery of housing, however any impacts have yet to be 
realised. The Government has taken various steps such as extending 
commencement dates for planning permissions. In the context of the 
responses to submissions made to the Part 2 Local Plan at Public 
Examination, the planning team responded that “The Borough Council will 
also play a role in supporting housebuilders to ensure that its housing targets 
are met. In any case changes to housing targets and land availability on the 
plan are unlikely to mitigate any effect. No change required”. (to the local plan 
part 2).  It is noted that housing transactions and building construction 
operations are sectors less impacted by the lockdown.  Officers consider it is 
too early to lend weight to impacts from the Coronavirus. 
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10. Conclusion 

 
10.1 The site offers a contribution to housing supply and is relatively well located in 

relation to the pattern of the settlement, albeit accessed in a slightly 
convoluted manner, through other land with existing permission for 
development in this applicant's ownership.   

 
10.2 The land is grade 1 Agricultural land and the predicted housing land supply 

and objectively assessed need provides some limited but increasing weight 
against the proposal in and the current objectively assessed need carries 
diminished weight given the imminence of the recalculation of need, on 
balance now suggesting the proposal should be refused.  
 

11. RECOMMENDATION: - 

 
11.1 Refuse as contrary to the development plan and not required by virtue of 

diminished housing need underpinned by the national method of calculation. 
 

11.2 Contrary to the policy that protects high grade agricultural land.  
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